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The Salginatobel Bridge

The 1930 structural form evolved from the 1901 Zuoz imitative form to the 1905 Tavanasa innovative form and finally to the Salginatobel inspired form.
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Cröt Bridge, 1959
Reichenau Bridge, 1963

**INNOVATION: REICHENAU BRIDGE**

- polygonal arch *(string diagram)*
- hollow box deck *(stiffening the arch)*
- prestressed deck *(widely spaced cross walls)*
INSPIRATION:
NEW FORMS IN PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

• 1969 Salvenei Bridge *(Mesocco Valley)*
• 1974 Felsenau Bridge *(Aare River)*
• 1980 Ganter Bridge *(Simplon Pass)*
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Candela: Engineer, Builder, Structural Artist
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